
Spill Notification for WRR Environmental Services Co - Paint container spill 03112021 

Spill Notification for WRR Environmental Services Co., Inc. 
EPA ID#  WID990829475 
FID#  618026530 
Spill ID#  Unknown 
ID 20210312WC18-1 – Paint related material 
 
Per Condition 86 of WRR Environmental Services’ current Feasibility and Plan of 
Operations Report (FPOR), WRR is making the following spill report to the 
Department’s designated Hazardous Waste Inspector assigned to WRR, to the 
Department’s designated Hazardous Waste plan review staff person assigned to WRR 
and to the Department’s designated Spills Coordinator. 
 
This notification, required by Condition 86 of the WRR FPOR and NR 706.05(1), 
contains the following information to the extent practicable or applicable:  
 
1. Name, address, and telephone number of the person reporting the discharge.  

 
Becky Anderson – Director of Compliance 
WRR Environmental Services Co., Inc. 
5200 Ryder Road 
Eau Claire WI 54701 
 

2. Name, address, and telephone number of the discharger, or owner and operator of 
the UST system and any other potentially responsible persons.  

 
WRR Environmental Services Co Inc. 
5200 Ryder Road 
Eau Claire WI 54701 
715-834-9624 
 

3. Date, time, and duration of the discharge.  
 
March 11, 2021 at 8:45 pm.  Time to clean up the release was 1.0 hour. 
 

 Location of the discharge including street address, county, town, city or village 
 

WRR Environmental Services Co., Inc. 
5200 Ryder Road 
Eau Claire WI 54701 

 
 Town of Washington 
 
 
4. Identity, physical state, and quantity of the material discharged.  

 
~10 gallons of waste paint related material liquid.  
 
The hazardous waste codes associated with this waste is D001. 
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Two 5 gallon pails fell from a pallet as the material was being transported by forklift 
to be processed inside the Fuels Building. 
 
 

5. Physical, chemical, hazardous, and toxicological characteristics of the substance.  
 

The release is paint related material containing pigments and flammable solvents. 
  

6. Cause of the discharge. 
 
The load on the pallet shifted with the forklift went over a bump.  The load strap was 
not being used to secure the load.  
 

7. Immediate actions being taken and the name of the contractor or other person 
performing the action.  
 
Shovels, brooms, clay absorbent and pads were used to pick up the bulk of the 
release. 
 
All cleanup activities were conducted by WRR personnel.  

 
8. Source, speed of movement, and destination or probable destination of the 

discharged hazardous substance.  
 
The release was contained to the black topped area.  No material impacted soil or 
contaminated the WRR stormwater collection area. 
 
Included with this report is a facility map with the release location marked with a red 
arrow. 

  
9. Actual or potential impacts to human health or the environment, including actual or 

potential impacts to drinking water supplies.  
 
No drinking water supplies were impacted by the spill.   
 
This waste contained. 
 
 

10. Weather conditions existing at the scene, including presence of precipitation and 
wind direction and velocity.  
 
The release occurred outside.  The temperature at the time of the spill was 43F with 
an 8 mph wind.  There was no precipitation.  Approximately 2.7 pounds of volatile 
solvents were emitted during the release and clean up activities. 
 

11. Other agencies on–scene during the discharge incident.  
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No agencies were on-site during the discharge or clean-up. 
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DISCLAIMER: The information shown on these maps has been obtained from various sources, 
and are of varying age, reliability and resolution. These maps are not intended to be used for 
navigation, nor are these maps an authoritative source of information about legal land 
ownership or public access. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made aregarding accuracy, 
applicability for a particular use, completemenss, or legality of the information depicted on this 
map. For more information, see the DNR Legal Notices web page: http://dnr.wi.gov/org/legal/
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